ABSTRACT. It is proved that a matrix that maps 11 into 11 can be obtained from any regular matrix by the deletion of rows. Similarly, a conservative matrix can be obtaire4 by deletion of rows from a matrix that preserves boundedness. These techniques are also used to derive a simple sufficient condition for a matrix to sum an unbounded sequence.
I. INTRODUCTION.
In [7] Knopp and Lorentz showed that the matrix summability transformation that maps the sequence x into Ax, given by (1.2) Such a matrix is called an 1-1 matrix [4] . This theorm is the analogue of 520 J.A. FRIDY the well-known theorem of Kojima and Schur [6, p. 43] that characterizes those matrices A that map the set c (convergent sequences) into c by the three conditions: (i) 
